
Halt

Halt
is a Dynamic Information-Based Parking 
Application that helps drivers find, compare, 
pay and navigate to an available parking 
space and navigate back to the car.

PROJECT DELIVERABLES

Entire User Interface, Clickable
Prototype

TOOLS USED

Sketch, Invision and
Illustrator

UX / UI Designer

MY ROLE

Kingston University London, 2020 
February - April 2020

PROJECT TIMELINE

This product was designed as a part
of my University project, under the guidance of
Dr. Martin Colbert, Kingston University
London.

Project Brief

Although there are already few parking applications that helps 
people find nearby parking spaces, book them and 
navigate to them. However, they do not provide any 
real time availability data and car finding feature.

Therefore, it was the need of an hour to come up with a
solution for the drivers in London. 

THE PROBLEM

Key problems with the current situation:

It is hard to find a parking space closer to the 
desired destination.

Users can not book more than one parking space 
frrom the same user account.

Does not get the best results sorted in order of 
price, distance and availability.

Do not have a provision of finding a vehicle 
from anywhere.

I started with conducting interviews with the
drivers in London to get a deeper insight into the 
problems and opportunities. 

Understanding the 
Target Audience

User Interviews, Affinity Mapping, and Competitive 
Analysis to list all the constraints and opportunities 
for next steps.

Research Phase

Empathy Mapping, User Personas, and User Journey
Maps to define the goals, objectives and strategy for
the UX.

Define Phase

Card Sorting resulting in Information Architecture
to decide and prioritize important features.

Ideation Phase

Low-fidelity wireframes, Mid-fidelity wireframes, and
Hi-fidelity wireframes to reveal new solutions to the
problems.

Prototyping Phase

User Testing to see how the target users interacted
with the prototype and gather valuable feedbacks.

Testing Phase

Halt is a Dynamic Information-Based Parking system that shows the 
real-time availability data and directly 
directs the drivers to the parking space. This system could be 
beneficial for both the car drivers and the
parking operators.

The Solution

The Process

Is it possible to get the parking availability data on the mobile application in real-time?

Design Challenge

Research Phase:
User Interviews

“  Would like to see the 
nearby parking spaces 
available in real time  ”

“  Information about
the headroom capacity

must be provided ”

“ I am looking for an
application that could
lead me to the exact 

parking spot  ”

Research Phase:
Affinity Mapping

Waste of Fuel, Time and Money

Unnecessarily Expensive & Overpaying

Parking Fines

Causes Air Pollution

Traffic Jams

Not aware of the parking rules & controlled hours

Give up searching and return back home

Hard to find spaces nearby

Park their vehicles far from their destination

Parking gets occupied before they get there

Can not see the real-time availabilty data

Research Phase:
Competitive Analysis

Appy Parking is helpfull
ot know the controlled 
hours of an area.

Google Maps is good for
finding nearby parkings
and navigate to them but
does not show real-time 
availability data and do 
not provide ticket booking 
option.

Waze is good for finding
nearby parkings and navigate 
to them but it does not 
show real-time availability 
data and do not provide 
ticket booking option.

Parkopedia does provides 
users with parking results &
ticket booking option but 
does not show real-time 
availability data.
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Splash Screen

LOGIN/
REGISTER

Enter 
Phone No.

Facebook 
login

Google login

ENTER
VEHICLE
DETAILS

Vehicle 
Registeration no.

Vehicle 
Make

Vehicle Model

LOCATION
ACCESS

SET
DESTINATION

Enable device 
location

Set location 
manually 

SET DATE
& TIME

RECEIPT 
GENERATE

D

Select your desired 
parking  space from 
the provided results

ADD
VEHICLE

SHARE 
TICKET

FIND 
MY CAR

GET 
DIRECTION

Type in the 
destination

Or select from the
suggested options 

or Hot Picks

Choose from the 
date

& time picker

Click on 
add vehicle

Enter required 
details

Click on share 
ticket button for 

sharing

Click on get 
direction

button 

Click on the card 
to see detailed 

information

BOOK 
SPOT

CLick on Reserve

Click on start 
navigationbutton 

and follow

Click on find 
my car button 

Follow the 
route
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Ideation Phase:
Information Architecture

05

Testing Phase:
Formative Evaluation

04
Prototyping Phase:
Wireframes and Mockups

Prototyping Phase:
Hi-Fidelity Mockups

SAYS THINK

DOES
DRIVER

FEELS

It’s a waste of
time, money 

and fuel

I want something
reliable

I hope I’m not
overpaying for
these parkings

Why is it too
hard to find a

parking?

Need to check
time before

parking

Which has 
better

reviews?

I hope I find an
empty space

I want to find in
a fastest way

Is there any 
parking

lot nearby?

Which one is the
nearest and the

cheapest?

Where should I
park my car?

Public parkings
do not show 
right count

Someone else
take the parking

before I get there

Is there a way I
could see the

available spaces 
in real-time?

Check on 
Google Maps 

or Waze

Park on 
wrong places

Ask friends or
people on 

street for help

Make offline
payments

Overdrive 
to search

Take parking
contracts for 

long term
Tired

Anxious

Stressed

Unsure

Insecure

Define Phase:
User Journey Map

Existing User Journey

RESEARCH

Is there any 
good mobile app 
to find parking ?

Google Search/
Visit NCP website 

DOUBTFUL

I wish there was 
an app that 

does everything.

Opens Google 
Maps

CONFIDENT

Will there be an 
empty space left?

Driving the Car and
following the
navigation.

UNSURE

Where to buy
 the ticket from?

Drives around in 
Search

NERVOUS

These parkings are 
a total rip-off

Arguing with 
the ticket 
vendor

ANGRY

How to do 
the scanning?

Scan the ticket

EXPLOITED

Is there anyone who 
could lead me to 
the exact spot?

Overdriving in 
search of spot

TIRED

We really need 
help with the 
car parking

Turns off the car 
and get down.

TIRED

Stages

DOING

THINKING

FEELING

EMOTIONAL 
JOURNEY

NAVIGATION DRIVE THE CAR REACH CAR PARK BUY TICKET SEARCH FOR SPOTSCAN TICKET PARKS THE CAR

New User Journey

This looks neat 
and easy

Type in Vehicle
Details.

INTERESTING

Searching is quick
and easy

Enter Destination

CONFIDENT

Good that they
asked for it in the

beginning.

Enter prefered date
and time.

PLEASED

Wow! Now I can
book it for my family

and friends too.

Adding details of 
additional vehicle.

DELIGHTED

Nice to see 
everything 

at one place

Scrolling horizontally
to search for the

best spot.

EASY

Its lightening fast.

Clicks on Reserve
button.

SPIRITED

No need to open
Google Maps now.

Following the
maps to reach the

destination.

THANKFUL

This is something
unique.

Following the path
shown.

EXCITED

Stages

DOING

THINKING

FEELING

EMOTIONAL 
JOURNEY

VEHICLE
REGISTRATION

SEARCH 
DESTINATION

ENTER DATE &
TIME ADD VEHICLE BROWSE SPOT BOOK SPOT GET DIRECTION FIND MY CAR

Define Phase:
Empathy Map

Receipt

GET DIRECTION

CANCEL BOOKING

Today
08:00 AM - 11:00 AM

Vehicle
1 Fourwheeler ABC 123D

Cattle Market Car Park

Booking dates and time

Working hours

Fairfield N, St. James Road MAP

98 spots remaining

$3.40/hour + 2$/additional hour

2.1m (6’ - 10’) headroom

$

Open Now
05:00 AM - 11:00 PM (Mon - Sun)

+

PriceSave & Continue

Enter additional vehicle(s) details

Second vehicle

Owner’s Name

Vehicle Model

Vehicle Number

- 2

Today
08:00 AM - 11:00 AM

Vehicle
1 Fourwheeler ABC 123D

Cattle Market Car Park

Booking dates and time

Working hours

Fairfield N, St. James Road MAP

98 spots remaining

$3.40/hour + 2$/additional hour

2.1m (6’ - 10’) headroom

$

Open Now
05:00 AM - 11:00 PM (Mon - Sun)Add More

How many parking spots?

2 +-

Price

Name of parking 

Booking dates and time

Working hours

Contacts

Features

Address and distance MAP

Availability

Price

Headroom

Phone

Disabled spaces Electirc car charging CCTV

website

BOOK SPOT

IMAGE OF PARKING

MAP

PUBLIC

Today Now

STREET PRIVATE

Bentalls Shopping Centre, Kingston..

Name of the car park
Address and distance

Availability

Price Headroom

MAP

Name of the car park
Address and distance

Availability

Price Headroom

MAP

Name of the car park
Address and distance

Availability

Price Headroom

MAP

PUBLIC

Parking from Parking untill
Date and time

STREET PRIVATE

P
$1.40

P
$2.40

P
$4.40

P
$2.50

P
$1.30

P
$3.10

P
FREE

P
$3.40

P
$1.40

P
$2.60

Name of the Car Park
Address and Distance 

Availability 

Price Headroom

Bentalls Shopping Centre, Kingston..

Date and time

Image

Where are you going?
Hello, Samir

Search destination

Suggested location 1

Suggested location 2

Suggested location 3

GOOGLE MAPS

After listing down all the potential features to address the different 
pain points, I created a detailed infomation architecture outlining how 
the information would be flowing for each of the Halt’s features. This 
allowed me to get a grasp of how the complete platform would 
operate.

Starting with creating really low-fidelity sketches to get 
a general idea of what the interface would look like. I 
worked my way up building high-fidelity wireframes 
and visual mockups on Sketch.

Empathy map was created to visualize user attitudes and 
behaviours in order to align on a deep understanding of the 
end-users or stand-in their shoes.

The journey map below describes the current experience of a 
user searching for the cheapest and the nearest parking space for 
their car, starting from researching for it while sitting at home until 
finding and parking the car.

The journey map below describes the new experience of a 
user for searching the cheapest and the nearest parking 
space for their car using the Halt app.

Early sketches to plan out the interface

Low-Fidelity Mockups

Vehicle Registration

Enter Destination

Choose from Hot Categories

Select Date and Time Add Vehicle

Public Parkings Results Private Parkings Results

Filters Detailed Information with Book CTA button

Ticket1 with Get Direction button Ticket 2 with Share Ticket button Share Ticket via Social Media

Navigation to Parking Space Find My Car feature

Made by Samir

Thanks for Watching!

User 1

- To increase the font-size of date and time in the “add vehicle screen”.

- To change the headroom icon in the car parking result screen.

- To change the colour of the availability ribbon in the car parking 
result screen from black to green.

- To change the position of the star ratings in the car parking result 
screen.

- To change the position of the floating filter icon.

- To change the colour of the “ON-STREET” label from black to blue to 
make it look more distinguishable in the car parking result screen. 

User 2

 To fit the calendar and the clock on the same screen and to show a 
calendar of only one month at a time. Earlier the screen had the 
calendars for all the months as the user scrolled down the screen, but 
now the users can either swipe or click on the back and forth arrows.

- To add a feature of sharing the parking receipt with the additional 
vehicle’s owner. 

- To add a feature of “Find my Car”. This feature could help the users to 
get back to their car parking spot from anywhere.


